GLAMOUR GIRL

A MIX OF SUPPLE AND DOWN-TO-EARTH MATERIALS AND
FINISHES CREATES A COLORFUL, LUXURIOUS SENSE OF
SOPHISTICATION IN A SAG HARBOR BEACH HOUSE
INTERIOR DESIG N L AU R A MICHAE L S

· BY JORG E S . AR ANGO

· PHOTOG R APHY COSTAS PICADAS

I WANTED TO use the house year-round,” says Rori
Goldin of the Sag Harbor vacation home she shares with
her husband David and teenage daughter Skyler, “so I
didn’t want to walk into it in December and see a bunch
of seashells.”
Further, recalls her Armonk-based designer, Laura
Michaels, “Because they have a huge network of friends
out there and entertain every weekend, it had to be more
on the glamourous side.” That did not mean cue the glitz,
however. Says Goldin, “It’s the difference between couture
and buying something at the mall. It’s how I dress. I like
some sparkle, but I don’t want to look like I’m in a show in
Vegas.”
Accomplishing these objectives wouldn’t be simple. “It
was a new house with pretty small rooms CONTINUED

ZEAL FOR TEAL OPPOSITE: In the office,
RADform’s nailhead-studded desk chair
adds punk glamour, while a Jonathan Adler
chandelier delivers vintage chic. THIS PAGE,
ABOVE: A tiger-striped Romo grasscloth and
velvet tie dye-look curtains from Knoll Textiles
juxtapose organic and sumptuous elements.
LEFT: The glossy custom teal millwork and desk
complete the tactile materials trifecta.
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GRAY'S ANATOMY ABOVE:
Citron pillows punctuate the velvet
on the family room’s Eilersen
sofas, which face off over a custom
coffee table. A Barbara Cosgrove
pendant in the kitchen hangs
above Mr. Brown’s Misty table and
Bungalow 5's Oslo chairs. RIGHT: A
custom acrylic console by Muñiz
Plastics of Miami in the entry
accessorized with Global Views
ceramics. OPPOSITE: The room’s
built-in shelving showcases pythonpatterned linen from Kravet.
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and not a lot of wonderful architectural detail,” explains Michaels. “I needed to make those rooms more exciting and also make them look larger.” Step
One? Rethink moldings and trim—adding where the space could take the extra
oomph, removing where it only served to accent a space’s modest proportions.
She also designed built-in bookcases for the office and family rooms and gave
them the deluxe treatment; the office millwork is bathed in multiple layers of
swanky teal lacquer, while the family room’s cerused oak cabinetry is inset
with metallic python-patterned linen. Both finishes exude a deep, mellow glow
rather than a blingy, blinding mirror polish.
Step Two: “I balanced the luxuriousness with more organic things,” observes Michaels. In the master bedroom—uncharacteristically CONTINUED
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large by comparison—that translated
into “an eel skin wallcovering with a bit
of pearlescence that fills the space,” juxtaposed with a high-texture shag carpet. The kitchen table’s beachy looking
whitewashed wood is accented with brass
straps. The lacquered office millwork
contrasts with a seagrass carpet dyed the
same teal and a grasscloth wallcovering.
Finally, Michaels played with scale.
“The family room is probably 22 feet long
and 13 feet wide,” she says. “The sofas are
110 inches long and pretty much dominate the room, but because they’re chaisestyle, with arms only on one side, it’s not
too much.” An enormous chandelier functions similarly in the foyer, imparting a
sense of generous proportion.
Michaels apparently got it just right.
“There’s not a room in my house that’s
not my favorite,” concludes Goldin. SEE

LOW-KEY LUXE CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT: Kelly Wearstler’s Cubist chandelier in the foyer; A guest room combines Brett Beldock wallpaper,
custom nightstands with etched mirror zigzags, and a Tom Dixon pendant; Daughter Skyler Goldin selected the fabric for her own room’s daybed,
which shares space with Robert Abbey’s Bling chandelier and a Worlds Away desk; The master’s eel skin Élitis wallcovering and Made Goods' shagreen
nightstands ramp up the material mix.

RESOURCES

BOLD MOVES ABOVE: In another guest room, curvy hot pink custom
headboards pop against an angularly graphic Kelly Wearstler wallpaper. TOP
RIGHT: The Romano wall mirror from Bungalow 5 creates a jewel-like effect in
the entry hall opposite a collection of white ceramics from Global Views.
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